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Lesson Topic

1

The purpose of the Godfocused school

2
3

&

S E Q U E N C E

Developmental Activities

Life Application

• Completing charts
• Taking lecture notes

• Understanding God’s purpose for me
right now

God’s plan for my life

• Analyzing aspects of God’s plan through Scripture and taking notes
• Drawing conclusions

• Recognizing that all aspects of my life
are in God’s hands and that He will
bring good from every circumstance

The God I serve

• Searching Scripture to find great leaders who had a vision of God
• Taking notes

• Understanding the holiness of God
and my need to worship Him and
surrender to Him
• Realizing my need to yield to God’s
work in my life and His plans for me

4

Perseverance of God

• Defining key ideas
• Researching Scripture to see examples of perseverance
• Researching Scripture to realize how God will persevere in His plans
for me

5

How and why God
disciplines

• Reviewing key ideas from previous lessons
• Listing examples of discipline in Scripture
• Studying Scripture for details and application

• Recognizing that God wants us to
become conformed to the image of
His Son

6

The man God uses

• Defining a principle from Scripture and finding examples of that
principle
• Completing a chart from a lecture

• Understanding that God does not
judge us as others judge us
• Allowing God to show His power in us

7

What God hates

• Defining key ideas based on Scripture
• Taking lecture notes

• Realizing the destructiveness of pride
in my life

8

Christ’s terms of
discipleship

• Studying positive and negative demands in Scripture
• Discerning inner qualities for leadership

• Understanding that being a good
leader requires being a good follower
of Christ

9

Christ’s ideal of
character

• Reviewing the Beatitudes
• Searching Scripture to see how Christ evidenced the Beatitudes in His
life
• Applying these qualities in real-life situations

• Recognizing that my inner attitude
determines how God will bless my life

• Studying how Paul showed this quality
• Outlining ideas from lectures

• Learning how to make this quality a
part of my own attitude

• Discussing three aspects of mourning
• Defining ideas using lecture notes

• Analyzing my life to see how much I
mourn over sin

• Drawing conclusions based on Scripture
• Using Scripture to make practical applications

• Learning to let the Holy Spirit develop
meekness in my life

• Studying statements by King David
• Drawing conclusions

• Discerning between “being” and
“knowing”

• Discerning key ideas
• Applying this quality to real life

• Understanding what forgiveness is
and why it is important to forgive
others

• Discerning results of behavior
• Discerning the differences between inward and outward purity

• Focusing on inner development rather
than outward conformity

• Reading Scripture for specific details
• Drawing conclusions
• Defining cause and effect

• Developing peace with God and with
others as a pattern of life

10

Blessed are the poor in
spirit

11

Blessed are they that
mourn

12

Blessed are the meek

13

Blessed are the hungry
and thirsty

14

Blessed are the merciful

15

Blessed are the pure in
heart

16

Blessed are the
peacemakers

Lesson

Lesson Topic

17

Blessed are those who
are persecuted

18

The transforming power
of the Spirit

19

An overview of
leadership

20

Discovering your
leadership potential

21

Scriptural standards for
leadership

22

Qualities essential to
leadership (Part 1)

23

Qualities essential to
leadership (Part 2)

24

Developmental Activities

Life Application

• Discerning right and wrong reasons and purposes for persecution
• Studying Bible characters who were persecuted

• Considering our willingness to stand
for Christ under all circumstances

• Comparing the disciples before and after the Spirit came
• Studying Scripture to understand the work of the Spirit

• Allowing the Holy Spirit to change our
character to the image of Christ

• Finding answers to study questions using Spiritual Leadership by
Oswald Sanders
• Summarizing key ideas

• Understanding the place of ambition
in leadership and how God chooses
leaders

• Learning important areas needed for leadership
• Comparing personal strengths and weaknesses

• Finding my leadership potential
strengths and weaknesses

• Finding answers to study questions
• Exploring an overview of scriptural standards

• Understanding the Bible’s standards
for leaders

• Listing and analyzing key qualities
• Taking notes about disciplined leadership

• Understanding the importance of
wisdom, discipline, courage, humility,
and decision-making in leadership

• Listing and organizing key ideas
• Taking notes regarding qualities of leadership

• Understanding the importance
of humor, tact, and inspiration in
leadership

The Holy Spirit: the
leader’s power

• Finding answers to study questions
• Using Scripture to determine how to be filled with the Spirit and what
the results of this filling are

• Understanding the work of the Holy
Spirit in the believer

25

The leader’s prayer life

• Taking notes from lecture
• Answering questions about prayer

• Developing a strong and active prayer
life

26

The leader and his time

• Finding answers to study questions
• Analyzing the use of personal time and personal commitments

• Realizing that my use of time reveals
my personal priorities

27

The price and
responsibilities of
leadership

• Analyzing key ideas
• Comparing the cost of leadership with the positive results

• Understanding that being strong
requires responsibility and service

28

Searching tests to
leadership

• Taking lecture notes
• Reading for specific answers

• Discerning how Satan will test our
commitment to leadership

29

The peculiar perils of
leadership

• Reading to understand and explain the tests of leadership
• Finding specific ideas

• Discovering areas that Satan can use
such as pride, jealousy, and popularity

30

Nehemiah

• Recording key ideas of Nehemiah’s prayers
• Comparing character qualities learned to the life of Nehemiah

• Using an example of biblical
leadership to strengthen us spiritually

31

Joshua: a young man
with a future

• Taking personal evaluations of emotional, social, and spiritual maturity
• Using Scripture to complete an overview of Joshua’s life

• Evaluating my own level of maturity

32

Joshua: lessons on
leadership from

• Finding details to reveal leadership lessons
• Taking lecture notes

• Learning twelve lessons from the
leadership of Joshua for our own lives

33

Joshua: beginning the
campaign

• Summarizing Joshua 3–8
• Using Scripture to learn additional leadership lessons

• Learning to be a leader from a godly
example

34

Joshua: continuing the
campaign

• Summarizing Joshua 10–24 to learn additional lessons on leadership
• Applying additional Scriptures

• Learning to overcome obstacles

35

Joshua: possessing the
land

• Taking notes from Scripture and lectures

• Learning to serve those you lead

